An approximate, closed-form expression for the value of the integral encountered in the calculation of the probability density function (PDF) of the envelope of a partially saturated ocean acoustic process is obtained. Furthermore, an expression of this PDF as a series of modified Bessel functions is presented. The results may also be directly applied to the evaluation of the PDF encountered in the structural reliability analysis of rotating machinery components. Numerical applications show that the closed-form expression is always within 1%-2% of the exact result. The required computational effort is substantially lower than that required by direct numerical integration.
INTRODUCTION
Acoustic signals in the ocean environment that propagate through multiple independent paths form processes named unsaturated, fully saturated, and partially saturated.
•.2 When the source-receiver distance is small, and for frequencies of the process such that negligible perturbations occur between paths, the acoustic propagation is called unsaturated. In this case, the phases of the paths are constant.
On the other extreme, when the source-receiver distance is large enough, and/or for high frequencies, the phases of the propagation paths can be characterized as independent, uniformly distributed random variables with standard deviations equal to 2•r or Gaussian distributed with standard deviation >2•r. In that case, the process is called fully saturated. The term partially saturated refers to a narrow-band multipath acoustic process occurring at intermediate ranges of the source-receiver distance. In that case, the phases of the channels can be characterized as independent random vari- Since the computational cost of the above evaluation is high, and in the absence of an exact closed-form expression, it is highly desirable to derive approximate, closed-form expressions for the integrals involved in the evaluation of the first-and second-order PDFs of the envelope of a partially saturated process. This will make the detection algorithm more efficient and also provide insight into the limiting behavior of the PDFs.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the importance and usefulness of a closed-form expression for the envelope PDF is not confined to the particular problem in underwater acoustics and structual reliability, but extends into other problems in random vibration and statistical communica- In the frequent case where the maximum value of the exponent is large (/• > 4), Laplace's method may be applied.
•2 According to this method the major contribution to the value of the integral arises from the immediate vicinity of those points of the interval, at which the exponent assumes its largest value. IfF(•) has more than one maxima, we may break Up the integral into a number of integrals, such that in each integral F(4) reaches its maximum at one of the end points and at no other point. Accordingly, we shall assume that F(4) reaches its maximum at 4-4o, and that 
Since only the neighborhood of u = 0 matters, we may re-
placeu/F' (•) by --[ -2F" (•o) ] -•/2, whichis thelimit of u/F' (•) as •-•o, and obtain ( --•o )•/22foU(exp[--u2+F (27) I--• 'F';i )
By the same argument, we may extend the integration to u --oo and finally obtain Laplace's result:
I--•e •(•ø) [ --2rr/F" (•o) ]•/2. (28)
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